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Editor's opening remarks 

Welcome to the Autumn 2021 edition of your Flyer. There is good news of Bob and Margaret who 

continue to make a steady recovery. There is a greater content of articles this time thanks to my 

usual contributors. My own reminiscences have provoked a response from Yvonne Keir who 

reflected my own experience but  I am sure there must be others who can relate to our treatment by 

Innsworth which I would be pleased to receive. It seems unlikely that the Burns night will take place 

next January which is a pity, due to the inability to import a haggis of suitable size; the breeding 

season has presumably been delayed by Brexit, and therefore the hunting season also. 

Leonard Hewitt  
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Acting Chairman’s report 

As the covid restrictions continue to ease we are, once again, starting to hold our monthly branch 

meetings. Our Battle of Britain celebratory lunch was well attended in Alcalali,  where we were 

joined by a couple from the French branch who were on holiday in Benidorm.  

A big thank you must go to Our Wings Appeal officer who arranged a very successful quiz night in 
October at The Inn on the Green where a large contribution was collected on behalf of our charity. 

Looking ahead we will hold our November meeting in Casa Lili, Moraira and Christmas lunch will be 
in Casa Toni, Moraira. We may not be able to have our usual Burns Supper next year as the import of 
a large haggis into the EU is not possible. The only ones we can get are 400 gram tins and it is quite 
difficult to get the knife into the tin during the address. By the new year I hope to be returning to Los 
Arcos for some of our meetings and by that time I am hopeful that our chairman will be able to 



rejoin us. I am also hopeful that we will be able to hold our AGM back in the usual month of 
February next year. 

Some sad news is that the Costa Blanca Branch is to disband and become just a meeting group as 
they cannot recruit enough committee members to continue as a branch. 

It seems somewhat early, as I write this in October, but I would like to take this opportunity to wish 
all our members, and their families, a very merry Christmas and a happy and healthy new year. 

Colin McNae 
Acting Chairman 
 

Battle of Britain luncheon 

Following the Branch meeting at Restaurant Los Amigos, Alcalali,  on Wednesday, 15 September, 29 

members and guests enjoyed the annual  luncheon to commemorate the Battle of Britain. 

Quiz night 

A quiz night organised by Sue McNae and Alan Gill at the Inn on the Green, Javea, on Tuesday, 7 

October, was attended by 46 quizzers, who enjoyed an excellent buffet provided by the Restaurant 

staff. After much head scratching and eureka moments the winners, decided by a tie-break, were Les 

Quizzables, and runners up were The Famous Five. Sue thanked those present for raising a total of 

€452 for the Wings Appeal. The ‘Name the Bear’ was won by Lesley Bates, seen here cuddling up to 

her newly-won friend, Lucy. 

Leonard Hewitt  

 

 
Less Quizzables                                                                                The Famous Five 
 



 

  Some less fortunate quizzers 
 

 
Lesley Bates and Lucy 
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Branch meeting  

On Wednesday, 13 October, the monthly Branch meeting for the first time was held at the Hotel 

Gran Sol in Calpe. A total of 22 members attended the meeting and enjoyed an excellent luncheon 

provided by the Hotel.  Photographs shows 4 tables of  diners. All agreed that this was an excellent 

venue for Branch meetings. A member of the public, noticing how much the members were enjoying 

themselves, asked if he and his wife could join the Branch and was immediately provided with the 

forms by our efficient Membership Secretary. 

Leonard Hewitt   
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Reminiscences of our Entertainment and Social officer  

 

This is a verbatim transcript of the report given by Alan Gill to the October Branch meeting: 

 

“If your memory is like mine you may, if you are lucky, remember what you had for lunch yesterday, 

but I would like you to cast your minds back to what you did  on the evening of January 21, 2010. 

 

“You may have been, with me, at a steak night in the Maviro Restaurant in Calpe. That was the first 

function I organised after taking on Social and Entertainments from Bob Henderson. Since then I've  

attempted to provide  a fairly varied programme of events. 

 

“Steak nights, Sunday lunches, BBQ's, Treasure hunts, walks around the lakes at Pego marshes, 

walks up to a lighthouse, trips to the theatre for the pantomime each year, as well as dramas, plays 

and variety shows, including one stunning performance in The Full Monty, or, as Ann described it, 

The Half Monty. On two occasions the theatre came to us, once at the Melia hotel in Benidorm and 

also to put on a murder mystery evening. 

 

“We've visited the Fallas and had lunches in Gandia (my thanks to Corinne and Cameron). We've had 

Flying days at Muchamiel, thanks to Colin. Had our brains tested at the Inn On the Green thanks to 

Sue's excellent quizzes, and my own versions with fish and chip suppers at Senija. Burns Night 

suppers have always proved popular attracting high numbers of people wishing to attend (why I've 

no idea – the story is the same each year). Thanks again to Colin for arranging the evenings and 

sourcing the haggis. 

 

“The ten-pin bowling sessions also proved to be popular but had to cease when the alleys in Calpe, 

Moraira and the shopping mall in Ondara all shut, closely followed by the skittles alley in Benissa – 

must have been something we had done. A couple of trips to the Piscina restaurant in Parcent  

proved popular when the flamenco shows were put on. 

 

“Each year we have also had a pre-service lunch before attending the remembrance service in the 

Fishermen’s church in Javea, apart from last year, and this is due to the pandemic. 

 

“The reason I've droned on about this is because, after 12 years I have simply run out of ideas and 

feel it is time for somebody with fresh thoughts to take over. So, as I hit 80 early next year I, unlike 

other stalwart members of the committee, will be tendering my resignation at the next AGM. I 

mention it today in order to give 3 months' notice for the queue of volunteers to form up.” 

 

Alan Gill 

 

Joining the 25th Entry as a Boy Entrant – June 1955 

Prior to joining the RAF I had enrolled in the 354 Dover Squadron of the Air Training Corps (ATC) on 

10 October 1954. We learned a bit of square bashing and attended aeronautical lessons, studied 

aircraft recognition and learnt the Morse code. I attained the First Class Cadet’s Badge during my 

ATC training. I attended a pre-entry course at RAF Halton from the 17-23 April 1955 where I got an A 

pass. I guess it was during this time that the decision to join the RAF proper and an application was 



made, this was acknowledged on 25 April 1955 for consideration as a candidate for the June 1955, 

25th Entry of Boy Entrants.  

On the 6 May 1955 I received an invitation to go to RAF Cosford for medical and aptitude tests on 

24-27 May 1955. I had decided that I wanted aero engines as my trade speciality. I passed the 

medicals, but remember the doctor commenting on the fact that I had protruding collar bones (a 

few years later I was to re-contour my left collar when I broke it during a motor bike accident!). After 

the interviews and aptitude tests I got my wish and told I would be put forward for the next intake of 

engine mechanics. I handed back my ATC uniform and left the ATC on 27 May 1955. It was then a 

school leaving time and a waiting time for the RAF call up papers to arrive. The much awaited 

acceptance letter arrived on 26 May 1955 addressed to my father. The reporting instructions 

followed shortly after and I left home on 7 June 1955. I was driven down to Dover by a kind 

neighbour (who had a car in those days!) and reported to a small local RAF Unit that was based near 

the Dover Admiralty Pier Railway Station. I then embarked on a train for London and was instructed 

to report to RAF Hornchurch. This I had to do because rail strikes were on at this time. The onward 

journey the following day to RAF Cosford was made by RAF Transport.  

I arrived at RAF Cosford on 11 June 1955 and was allocated a bed space along with about 20 other 

boys in a long wooden hut (billets). We were all lost souls and it took us a few days and nights to get 

ourselves accustomed to our new way of life. We were issued with our trade, service number (which 

one never forgets) and all new service clothing, baggy underpants etc. and lots of bits of webbing 

equipment for which we had no idea at the time what they were for. I particularly remember the 

wrench of having to pack up all our civilian clothes which were then sent back to our homes. This 

was quite a cutting off sensation. We were paid a paltry sum of two shillings and sixpence a week, 

from which we had to buy boot polish, brasso, toiletries etc. and maybe enough left to go to the 

pictures and a treat in the NAAFI. After a month the sum was raised to five shillings a week. 

At some stage we all marched to the Medical Centre and lined up to receive the first of many jabs, 

which we would receive during our RAF careers.  

We then spent the next three months getting knocked into shape doing our square bashing and rifle 

drill. I particularly remember our first kit inspection; we were all called to attention and then the 

shouting from the inspecting Officer and Sergeant began, “What the hell do you call this mess laying 

here?” as things were picked up and inspected some were then thrown out of the billet windows 

(which were all open as it was a warm day) in disgust! I fared quite well when it came to my turn as I 

had just completed three days of jankers (fatigues) and knew that they would check the reverse 

sides of hat badges, belt buckles etc. and expect them to be as shiny as the front side! We scraped 

our boot brushes with razor blades to remove the polish stains. I still have my set of brushes which 

some still bear the scraping marks! The shoe brushes are still in our shoe cleaning box and are 

regularly used today. The trick of wrapping the various bits of kit around folded cardboard to get a 

nice flat shape was quickly learnt. We then kept one set of clothing on the pieces of cardboard for 

future kit inspections, which then became a doddle. I believe there was a poster showing exactly 

how one’s kit should be laid out. 

The days became pretty routine with square bashing, mixed with education, Religious Instruction (RI) 

and Physical Education (PE) classes. It was summer time and the weather was quite warm which I 

guess made it much more endurable. We queued in the cookhouse for our meals and cleaned our 

own cutlery, tin plates and mugs under running very hot steaming water. I remember during the 

education classes yearning for the three months to pass so we could all take our first leave and go 



home to see our families. This finally came and I was given the grand sum of 12 pounds for my trip 

back home which we had to make in uniform.  

After finishing our Initial Training we attended a Summer Camp at RAF Woodvale and on 3 

September, I took my first flight in an Avro Anson PH 710 which lasted 35 mins and I was not keen on 

the turbulence! 

We were told shortly after our return that we would soon be transferring to RAF St Athan for our 

trade training. 

We made the transfer journey from RAF Cosford to RAF St Athan by special train on 13 September 

1955. Our trade training began and the first phase was learning about tools and how to use them. 

We were given note books and had to make our own notes. We made many test pieces some 

including threads and a screwed in bolt using hand tools. These test pieces were checked by our 

instructors for flatness, correct angled corners, the screw in bolt was at a right angle, etc. This was 

done to the thousandths of an inch! Many of us got our hands blistered striving away to make good 

efforts.  

After this phase we had a choice to become piston or jet engine mechanics. I went the piston engine 
route and we were taught the ins and outs of the Leonides, Merlin and Hercules engines along with 
propellers. 

We still had other classes mixed in with the trade training, education, religion, PE and GDT. The GDT 

classes had a real effect on me, I had joined up for the love of aeroplanes and a chance to see a bit of 

the world, not the thought of war and its horrors which these classes were all about, gas and nerve 

agents and the big bomb and their effects on humans. We learnt how to dismantle, clean, assemble 

and fire weapons, the 303 rifle and bren gun, the kick of the 303 was enough to make sure one had 

stuffed ones beret inside our shirt to protect the shoulder! The scary part of GDT came when we 

were to go into the gas chamber; I don’t think many of us slept the night before! We all put gas 

masks on and went into the chamber where tear gas pellets were ignited and gave off whitish 

smoke. We were made to double around the chamber to check out the masks, which was OK but the 

horror came when one by one we had to take the mask off in front of the instructor and shout out 

name and number. This was usually not possible to do without taking a breath, particularly as we 

were all breathing hard from our exertions, and then the gas got you. Eyes and lungs just screamed 

and one just ran to get the hell out of that place, it took quite some time, some a lot longer than 

others to recover.  

We went to RAF Woodvale for a Summer Camp in July 1956. During this time that I went flying twice 

in Avro Anson VM 338 for 45 mins on each flight. 

The final and most exciting part of our trade training was the airfield phase where we actually ran 

engines and marshalled aircraft about. We did engine work on a Balliol and Prentice aircraft and 

practised our marshalling skills on a Prentice. My examination results throughout training qualified 

me for the rank of SAC on becoming 18 years old. I still have all my trade training course note books 

in safe keeping, it is incredible to look at them now and see that they were all hand written notes 

complete with coloured schematics. Out of our weekly pocket money allowance of seven shillings 

and sixpence I managed to save money and was a regular source of tap ups for loans at suitable 

interest rates! When we passed out I had saved somewhere in the region of thirty odd pounds! I 

remember they gave each of us a Post Office savings book with ten pounds in it. It was many years 

after, that I finally closed that account. 



By this time we had earned our third proficiency stripe which we wore on the lower left sleeve and 

thus being allowed to go to the second house pictures at the Astra Cinema! We were also allowed to 

go out of camp for a few hours at the weekends, Llantwit Major and Barry.  

 

 
On becoming the senior entry I have proud memories of us marching around the camp behind our 

own 25th Entry band that night. 

  
The lining up to be told the whereabouts of our first posting to the real Air Force was quite a thrill. I 

along with two other engine mechanics and three riggers were told were all posted to RAF Thorney 

Island. All in all it was a good time and I have good memories of our time at Saints. We had a 

graduation dinner on 12 December 1956. We put in a lot of practice for our graduation parade which 

was held on 13 December 1956, my mother and Aunt Mary attended along with about 140 other 

parents and relatives. Owing to inclement weather the parade took place in the Drill Shed. The 

parade began at 11.30 with an inspection by the Reviewing Officer Air Vice-Marshall J G Franks CB 

CBE, followed by ceremonial drill and a march past. In the afternoon there was the prize giving, 

followed by a report on the Graduating Entry by the School Commandant Air Commodore M E 

Perkins. At the conclusion of the address the Church Choir assembled behind a replica of the St. 

Athan Gates and sang a hymn. The C of E Chaplain gave the Graduating Entry a blessing. 

 

Michael Greenstreet 

The Tale of a Yucca 

In 1970 as a newly qualified pilot Colin joined 36 squadron based at RAF Lyneham in Wiltshire. His 
role was that of co-pilot. In the two and a half years he was based there he travelled literally all over 
the world. It was not too uncommon for the aircraft to land at RAF Wildenrath in what was then 
West Germany. When this occurred the crew usually adjourned to the crew room of 60 squadron for 
refreshment. Colin took in his surroundings, noticing that in one corner of the crew room was a large 
plant pot containing a yucca plant. It stood about three feet tall and had several healthy looking 
sprays of leaves. Its trunk had a diameter of perhaps three inches. Over the next ten years when 
passing through Wildenrath Colin noticed that the yucca was still there, still looking healthy but no 
taller. In 1980 we were delighted to get a posting to Wildenrath and to 60 squadron. Colin became 



even better acquainted with the crew room. Lo and behold the yucca was still there. It sat in the 
same pot, in the same corner of the room and was ……still exactly the same size!! During our four 
year tour things remained the same with the yucca. It was perfectly healthy, occasionally sprouting 
new leaves. It just never got any bigger. 

Returning to UK Colin trained to become a flying instructor. He was posted to Birmingham University 
Air Squadron based at RAF Cosford. We remained there for six years. On one occasion Colin took a 
group of students to Wildenrath for a summer camp. Popping in to say hello to old friends on 60 
squadron he discovered that the yucca was still there, still healthy ….. and exactly the same size as 
before!! 

In 1991 we managed to wangle a posting back to 60 squadron much against the advice of Colin’s 
posting officer. This was because Wildenrath was closing down the following year and 60 squadron 
was being disbanded. Colin returned from his first day at work to report that the yucca was still 
there …. and looked exactly the same as it always had!! 

Wildenrath closed the following year and 60 was disbanded. However it was decided to keep one 
aircraft and a crew based at RAF Bruggen to fly the CinC RAF Germany and the head of BAOR both of 
whom were based at RAF Rheindahlen. Colin was chosen to head this crew so we were pleased to be 
staying on in Germany. The old 60 squadron building had to be cleared out and a large skip was 
brought in. I discovered that the yucca was destined to go in the skip. It seemed to me a shame to 
throw out a healthy plant even if it did never grow!! I told Colin to bring it home to join the several 
other house plants that I had. It arrived and was placed in a corner of our lounge where it 
occasionally sprouted new leaves….but never grew a single inch!! 

In 1995 Colin decided to take up the offer of premature voluntary retirement. This went through and 
he left the Air Force in March 1996. While the wheels of bureaucracy were slowly turning we bought 
a trout fishery in North Wales. Colin moved there as soon as he left the Air Force. I remained in 
Germany to finish the school year as I was teaching at the base school. Colin returned in July to help 
with the move back to UK. The furniture wagon was loaded with the house plants going on last 
including the yucca. At this point Colin had been aware of its existence for more than 25 years 
…..and it was still only three feet tall!! 

Arriving at the fishery the yucca started off in the portacabin that served as a café while we 
renovated the house. When the renovations were complete it moved into the lounge and stood by 
the new French windows where it got plenty of light. It remained there until, a few years down the 
line, we had turned a derelict outbuilding into a new café and the yucca was placed there in a nice 
sunny window. There it remained until, after nine years, we decided to sell up and move to Spain. 
In  all those years the yucca stayed healthy, produced new leaves….. but hadn’t grown an inch.  

On moving day the van was almost completely packed. I was leaving my house plants behind for the 
new owner but, at the very last minute, something told me to take the yucca with us. I just managed 
to push it onto the van before the doors closed. It survived the long journey to Spain but one of the 
florets of leaves had got knocked off so it looked a bit woebegone. Once we had settled in and 
sussed out the area Colin said we should plant the yucca in the garden since most other gardens 
around had a least one flourishing. A large hole was dug and, after at least 35 years, the yucca was 
released from its pot and put into the ground. 

Sixteen years on it is almost twenty feet tall, it has three trunks each of which has a diameter of 
about ten inches and for several years it has been regularly producing spikes of beautiful white 
flowers. 

The yucca has found its forever home. 

Sue McNae  



 

20 Questions 

1 .  After King Henry 8th who was the next royal personage to remarry after a divorce? 
2.  Olympic champion Mo Farah was born in which country? 
3.  What word can be a unit of weight or an alternative name for a snow leopard? 
4.  Which World Heritage site features on the flag of Cambodia? 
5.  Which historical figure rode a horse called Copenhagen? 
6.  Which author created the detective John Rebus? 
7.  The okapi is the only living relative to which other animal? 
8.  Which football team´s nickname is the Railwaymen? 
9.  What conversion would you be doing if you multiplied a given number by 9 over 5 and added 32? 
10. What kind of pizza is folded in half to contain the savoury filling? 
11. The first of its kind in the world, what structure was built by Abraham Darby 3rd and opened on 
1st January 1791? 
12. In 1901 for what did Wilhelm Röntgen win the first Nobel Prize for Physics? 
13. In Queen´s “Bohemian Rhapsody” which 5 words follow “Scaramouche, Scaramouche…..”? 
14. Terence Stamp, Anthony Newley and Laurence Harvey all turned down the lead role in which 
film that made a star of Michael Caine? 
15. A native of the county of Shropshire is known as what? 
16. To which order of animals does the wombat belong? 
17. The holiday island of Bali is part of which country? 
18. In 1963 what title did Tony Benn give up in order to remain in the House of Commons? 
19. By what nickname is Liverpool´s Roman Catholic cathedral known? 
20. Alphabetically which English county comes last? 
 

Sue McNae  

 

Reminiscences continued 

Len's wonderful reminiscences gave us such an interesting travelogue.  However, his thoughts about 

a little (I am sure he was little) jobsworth in Innsworth who took great delight in giving the next 

postings to personnel at the opposite end of the country to where they would like to be. David, a 

Snowdrop and at that time the police were only guaranteed 6 months in the UK before a posting 

overseas usually asked for Scotland and/or the North of England which gave great scope. We would 

have liked to have been nearer one of our families in Lancashire or Lanarkshire. We enjoyed our 

postings to Wyton, Brampton, Northolt, Brize Norton. However, the furthest North posting was to 

the then RAF Spitalgate, Grantham, Lincolnshire (now Prince William of Gloucester Barracks). Visits 

to Grandparents had to be monitored carefully. 

Yvonne Keir  

Another fortunate outcome of my own postings was that we met our long-standing friends, Dick and 

Janet Smedley, in Germany, 60 years ago, with whom we rented flats in the same building in a small 

village about 8 miles from Rheindahlen. Together we became the table football champions of the 

village in the local pub. I was honoured to be asked to be godfather to their daughter Alison. 

There were two coincidences of my time in Baghdad. Whilst on the conference in Teheran we had 

our meals in a  hotel. I sat on the next table to a girl who had been in the same class at Chiswick 

Polytechnic. She had joined the Foreign Office on leaving the College and was assigned to the same 



conference. On another occasion, a few years after completion of my National service, I was walking 

along Oxford Street in London when I literally bumped into a Pakistani who was also working on the 

Baghdad Pact. 

Leonard Hewitt  

Answers 

1. Princess Anne  2. Somalia  3 . Ounce  4. Angkor Wat   5. Duke of  Wellington   6. Ian Rankin   7.  GIraffe    8. 

Crewe Alexandra   9. Degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit  10 . Calzone   11. The Iron Bridge  12. X-Rays       

13. WIll you do the Fandango   14. Alfie   15. A Salopian    16.  Marsupials  17. Indonesia  18. Viscount Stansgate  

19. Paddy´s Wigwam   20. Worcestershire 

Sue McNae  

Forthcoming events 

Branch meeting, Casa Lilli, Moraira, Monday, 8 November, 1200 for 1230 hours  
Bar l'Era luncheon, Sunday, 21 November, 1300 for 1300 hours   
Christmas luncheon, Casa Toni, Moraira, Tuesday, 19 December 1300 for 1330 hours  
Annual General meeting, tba   
Fallas in Gandia, March 2022,  tba  

 

Useful information  

Police & Fire 

National Police  091 

Fire Service   095 

Electricity (Iberdrola) 901 202 021 

Hospitals 

Dénia Hospital (La Jara)   966 429 000 

Help Desk Dénia Hospital   966 429 346 

Emergencies 112 

Pedrera Hospital (Dénia)  965 579 700 

Alicante General   965 938 300 

Universitario Valencia   961 622 300 

 

Help Organisations 

Help of Dénia & Equipment   966 427 044 

Hospital de Villajoyosa   966 859 800 

Dénia Emergency Equipment    966 427 044 

Other Information 

Help of Dénia Interpreters   966 427 044 

British Consulate   965 216 022 

Help of Benidorm    607 387 040 

Help (Benidorm) Equipment   663 495 396 



Help of Campello & San Juan    965 638 259 

Alicante Airport    966 919 000 

Valencia Airport    961 598 500 

 

Contact 

All articles ideally electronically and not locked, or copy protected and good quality 
photographs, which you own or have publishing rights, to the Editor: Leonard D Hewitt 

Email: rafancbbflyer@gmail.com  Tel: 965 973 459 

Next Deadline:  Items no later than 1 December  2021, please 

RAFA NCB Branch:   rafa-ncb.org.uk 

 

 

http://www.rafa-ncb.org.uk/

